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l 
This invention relates to a toy and more par 

ticularly to »a toy utilizing a plurality of blocks 
that may be arranged in various configurations, 
that may be stacked and interlocked in construct 
ing various types of ñgures and designs. 
An object of this invention is to provide a hex 

agonal toy block having radially disposed slots, 
the widths of which are substantially equal to the 
thickness of the block, the slots being associated 
with recesses used in interlocking projections on 
the face of the block to interlock the blocks. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

a plastic block provided with wings having re 
cesses so as to provide flexibility to permit the 
blocks to be interlocked. 
Other objects and advantages reside in the 

construction of parts, the combination thereof 
and the mode of operation, as will become more 
apparent from the following description. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a top plan view of 

a block. 
Figure 2 is a cross sectional view, taken sub 

stantially on the line 2-2 of Figure 1. 
Figure 3 is a perspective view showing two in 

terlocking blocks. 
Figures 4 and 5 are schematic views illustrat 

ing two design lay-outs that may be constructed 
by the use of the blocks disclosed herein. 

Referring to the drawings, the reference char 
acter Ill designates a block having six sides l2, 
each side being bisected by a radially disposed 
slot I4, the depth of the slots It being slightly 
less than half the perpendicular distance from 
the center of the block to the side. The width of 
the slot is greater, but not much greater, than 
the thickness of the block. Adjacent slots co 
operate with two adjacent side portions to form 
a wing-like extension I6. Each of the wing-like 
extensions is provided with hollowed out cavi 
ties or recesses 20, one on each side thereof, leav 
ing a reduced portion 22, as clearly shown in 
Figure 2. The thickness of the reduced portion 
is much less than the maximum thickness of the 
main body of the block. The sides I2 are bev 
elled at 24. Each of the wing-like extensions i6 
is provided with two rounded recesses 3B, one on 
each side. These recesses 30 cooperate with semi 
spherical projections 32 to interlock blocks, as 
clearly shown in Figure 3. Each of the semi 
spherical projections is oifset from a center line 
of the nearest slot, which center line passes 
through the center of the block. 
The thickness of each block is only a small frac 

tion of the breadth of the block. The thickness 
may be on the order of ten percent of the breadth 
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of the block. 'I‘he depth of each slot is slightly 
less than one-fourth the altitude of the block, 
as clearly seen from Figure 1. The distance of , 
each projection 32 to the nearest slot is substan 
tially equal to the distance from the recess 30 to 
the bottom of its slot. 
In order to assemble the blocks by slipping 

one block into the recess of another block, the ì 
wing-like extensions are flexed suiiiciently so as 
to permit the semi-spherical projections 32 to 
snap into position. The relative positions of the 
recesses 30 and the projections 32 are such that 
two projections on one block are seated in two 
recesses adjacent a slot in another block, the pro 
jections of said other block being seated in re 
cesses in the first block, so that when two blocks 
are interlocked, four projections are seated in 
four recesses, thereby insuring a firm, rigid cou 
pling of the blocks. It is to be noted that the 
blocks are interlocked when the blocks are in 
planes at right angles to each other and the 
slot of one block registers with the slot of an 
other block, the two slots overlapping each other 
while the interlocking movement of the two blocks 
is initiated. 
Each block is provided at its center with an 

aperture il), which may be used for supporting 
a shaft in the event it is so desired, which shaft 
may support pulleys, motors, reels, or any other 
rotatable or non-rotatable part. This permits 
the use of blocks in erecting frames to be used 
in a manner similar to toys generally known in 
the trade as “Tinker Toys.” 
The blocks lend themselves to the construction 

of numerous types of designs, two of which have 
been schematically shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
In Figure 4 the blocks have been arranged so as 
to suggest a hexagonal figure. In this particular 
ñgure the center block is used for supporting six 
vertically disposed blocks, each of which supports 
a block in the plane of the center block. The 
six vertically disposed blocks cooperate to form 
a hexagonal opening aligned with the center in 
the center block. The bevelled edges 24 of the six 
vertically disposed blocks are brought into con 
tact with each other. By this arrangement the 
aperture formed by the six vertically disposed 
blocks is smaller than if the bevelled edges 24 
were omitted._ In Figure 5 the blocks have been 
arranged to form a parallelogram. In Figures 4 
and 5 the blocks have been shown schematically 
for the purpose of illustrating uses to which the 
blocks may be put. 
Although the preferred embodiment of the 

device has been described, it will be understood 
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that within the purview of this invention various 
changes may be made in the form, details, pro 
portion and arrangement of parts, the combi 
nation thereof and mode of operation, which 
generally stated consist in a device capable of 
carrying out the objects set forth, as disclosed 
and defined in the appended claim. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
A block for use with a multiplicity/„of like 

blocks, said blockvfhaving‘six sidesg-„îthè thickness 
of the blockbeing 'only‘a fraction of the width 
of the block, the sides being bisected by a slot,Y 
having a width slightly greater but not much" 
greater than the thickness of the blockgpsaid?î' 
slots having a depth equal to slightlf/„lessthan 
one-fourth of the altitude of the‘blockythe'slots' 
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from adjacent sides cooperating_cwithradjacentv 
portions of the sides to form wing-like exten 
sions, said Wing-like extensions being provided f 
with recesses on each side-«so that the thickness 20 
ofirthé f» wing-like- vextensitinsffis thinner than L ther4 
maximumfthi'ckz'iessr'oi”vv the block,''said ' slots-.being , 

proVidedfv-‘withï -rounded recesses',l «there .being one 
recess1~on2each l' sideïof-y the "slot," each'V recess being f 
locatedfA inf-’a marginv of# the I=slcít~» approximately 
at the midpoint thereof, the recess» inï one marginv` 
of-v’the f-slot 'being- lo'cated on‘one --side‘of the --block 
and“ the ̀ ¿othersrecess ~of -the- slot being ̀ located 
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on the opposite side of the block, and semi 
spherical projections extending outwardly from 
the side of the block, the projections on one side 
of the block being offset from the projections on 
the opposite side of the block, the amount of 
oiîset corresponding to the oiîset distance be 
tween the rounded recesses of a slot. the projec 
tions being located between the slots in the cen 
ter of the block, the distance of each projection 
frlornfßthe bottomiiof the ¿nearesti‘adjacent slot 
being‘substantially equalto-*th'e `distance from 
the rounded recess to the bottom of the slot, said 
semi-spherical projections being adapted to be 
seated inv recesses of like blocks for interlocking 
the blocks. 
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